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All ashore that's going ashore: The men who run the Pentagon arrive for work in a 48-foot motor launch. Each general has his own comfortable chair. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

E
ach weekday morning on the shores 
of the Potomac, a curious event 
takes place. A dozen uniformed 
Air Force generals line up single file 

on a dock at Bolling Air Force Base—
just four miles downstream from the 
Pentagon. Clutching briefcases, the 
generals step gingerly over a wooden 
plank into a plush, 48-foot motor 
launch. Each general sits in his own 
comfortable lawn chair. His feet rest 
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on an expensive red carpet which is 
vacuumed daily. As the powerful 
launch pushes off, coffee is served. 

What's happening here? The men 
who run the Pentagon ak-going to 
work. All over town, in fact, brass hats 
and bigwigs enjoy a leisurely ride to the 
office. The privileges of rank are ap-
parent everywhere. 

On the ground, scores of limousines, 
equipped with telephones and reading 
lamps, arrive at the Pentagon's mall  

entrance. 
In the air, helicopters begin ferrying 

the big brass who prefer to keep above 
the traffic tangles. Enough whirlybirds 
have been spared from the Vietnam 
war to provide air taxi service for as 
many as 125 Pentagon big shots each 
day. The unwritten Pentagon policy: 
Three stars are required for a chopper 
to Andrews Air Force Base; four stars 
are necessary for the Pentagon's short-
est junket to the Army-Navy Country 

Club across the turnpike. 
Aside from the privileged few, most 

of the Pentagon's employees have to 
make it to work on their own. Some 
10,000 drive cars, thousands more take 
the bus; about 100 ride bicycles. 

Back on the dock at Bolling, as the 
generals speed off in their staff boat, 
40 airmen crowd into a smaller craft 
that looks like a floating bus. The air-
men's schooner, which chugs along at 
half the speed of the generals' boat, is 
always crowded. "We try to squeeze 
in," explained an Air Force major. 

Status symbols 
The point made in the early morning 

is repeated throughout the day: the top 
brass travel first class. Everyone else 
goes steerage. 

An enclosed city of concrete rings 
and corridors, the Pentagon is ruled by 
an almost impenetrable bureaucracy. 
The place is so top-heavy with officers 
that one-star generals are treated like 
captains and captains are treated like 
hatracks. An exaggeration? Early this 
year the Pentagon's top brass trooped 
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heixtragers ferry,  the bin boas, wine prrter. to beep obese 
Wathrogtoo traltie tangie, [rough Thefeopters have 

beer, r-guarti It.,,,, ate VrelsiAllt war to p.-Ovid.' Jil 
LOU Al/4,CE, for J many as 125 big shuts every thy, 

At the Pemagort, probably the 	charaffeurPti 
is its leader, Secretary Of DEferO•' Mehl° Laird, who 

has a second. Catfritac 	 just in case some- 
thing goes -"Wrope rnechaoicay with the first -  flee 
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Dining in style 
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